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Abstract. This paper describes a fast dynamically stable trajectory generation method for a humanoid robot.
From a given input motion and the desired ZMP trajectory, the algorithm generates a dynamically stable trajec-
tory using the relationship between the robot’s center of gravity and the ZMP. Three key issues are denoted: 1)
an enhanced ZMP constraint which enables the calculation of robot stability even if several limbs are contacting
the environment, 2) a simplified robot model is introduced that represents the relationship between its center of
gravity and ZMP, 3) a convergence method is adopted to eliminate approximation errors arising from the sim-
plified model. Combining these three key issues together with online ZMP compensation method, humanoid
robot H5 have succeeded to walk, step down and so on. Experimental results using humanoid robot H5 are
described.

1 Introduction

Recently research on a humanoid type robot is active field in robotics society, and many remarkable elemental
functions are proposed. Especially soft skin, 3D vision, motion planning and other topics are very much progress-
ing. However in order to achieve a humanoid robot which works in a human world together with human being,
not only these elemental functions but also dynamic walking function is required. Therefore algorithms for main-
taining dynamic stability are central to humanoid robot control. Recent advances in computing hardware have
enabled increasingly sophisticated physically-based simulation techniques to be utilized for the offline generation
of dynamically-stable motions for complex robots, such as humanoid robots(ex. [YN00]).

This paper presents an offline algorithm for generating dynamically-stable compensation motions for humanoid
robots. Given input motion and the desired ZMP trajectory, the algorithm generates a modified dynamically-stable
motion for a humanoid robot. The system consists of three parts: 1) enhanced ZMP constraint which enables
to calculate robot stability even several limbs are attaching to the environment, and it can be applied not only
single/dual leg(s) motion but also limbs motion if limbs has 6 DOFs, 2) humanoid robot dynamics model by
representing its center of gravity, so that differencial equation of center of gravity and ZMP can be obtained, and
then this equation is solved using trinomial expression, 3) converge method is adopted to treat model error to the
real robot. Combining these three key issues together with online ZMP compensation method, humanoid robot H5
have succeeded to walk, step down and so on. Experimental results by using humanoid type robot H5 are denoted.

2 A Fast ZMP Tracking Trajectory Generation Method

So far, there are remarkable biped robots have been proposed, and their trajectory generation method can be devided
into two major schemes: 1) online simple model based trajectory generation method, and 2) offline position-based
trajectory generation method. The former method has many advantages, especially calculation simpleness and
adaptability for various environemnt. Remarkable issues have been proposed for biped type robots[KT96,PDP97].

However, since a humanoid robot has many degrees of freedom, position-based offline trajectory generation
has been adopted mostly using a ZMP[VFD70] constraint. Currently, methods for calculating dynamically stable
trajectories can be categorized into three ways: a) heuristic search such as GA (genetic algorithm), b) problem
optimization method such as optimal gradient method, and c) model simplification with iteration. Several remark-
able issues have been proposed using these schemes mostly applying to a walking pattern generation for a real
humanoid type robot[YTK93,HIR97,NII99a,KKT+00].

Heuristics search method or problem optimization method for find out a dynamically stable motion trajectory
under ZMP constraint are considered as a general method, however these methods require to calculate inverse
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dynamics in every iteration, and it requires many computation time. We propose a fast trajectory generation method
by using a relationship between robot center of gravity and ZMP. This algorithm is belonging to category c) in
above.

2.1 Dynamics Model of Humanoid Type Robot

First, we introduce a model of humanoid type robot by represeting motion and rotation of the center of the gravity
(COG). Setz axis be the vertical axis, andx and y axis be the other component of sagital and lateral plane
respectively. Setmi, ri = (xi; yi; zi), wi, Ii be weight, position, angle velocity, inertia moment ofithe link
respectively. Let total mass of the robot bemtotal, and total center of the gravity bercog = (rcogx ; rcogy ; rcogz).
Then they are represented as follows:

mtotal =
X

mi (1)

rcogx =

P
mirxi

mtotal

(2)

rcogy =

P
miryi

mtotal

(3)

rcogz =

P
mirzi

mtotal

(4)

Let moment around its center of gravity beM cog, total force that robot obtains bef = (fx; fy; fz) and
total moment around a pointp = (px; py; pz) beT , then dynamic equation around a pointp is approximately
represented as follows:

mtotal(rcog � p)� (�rcog + g) +M cog � T = 0 (5)

f = mtotal(�rcog + g)

ZMP pcog = (pcogx ; pcogy) around pointp = (px; py; h) on the horizontal placez = h is defined as a point
where moment around pointp beT = (0; 0; T z), and it can be calculated from Equation. 5.

pcog
x
= rcogx �

Mcog
y
�mtotal(rcog

z
� h)(�rcogx + g)

mtotal(�rcogz + g)
(6)
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x
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z
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mtotal(�rcogz + g)

Let h = 0 in Equation. 6 and using Equation. 5, then ZMP can be calculated as follows when desired robot
motion has been achieved[NII98].

pcogx = rcogx �
Mcogy �mtotalrcog

z
(�rcogx + g)

fz
(7)

pcogy = rcogy �
Mcogx �mtotalrcog

z
(�rcogy + g)

fz

2.2 Stabilization by Horizontal Center of Gravity Position Modification

Let p�cog(t) be the given ideal ZMP trajectory, andWBT (t) be the whole body trajectory (ex. walking motion
trajectory). When robot moves along givenWBT (t) = r

o(t), then resulting momentMo, forcefo, ZMP pocog,
center of gravityrocog is calculated.

Problem statement and compensation scheme are defined as follows:
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Problem Statement: For given ideal ZMP trajectoryp�cog(t) and given input body trajectoryWBT (t) = r
o(t),

calculate an approximate new trajectoryr�cog(t) that causes a new ZMP trajectorypcog(t) which is close
enough to the given ideal ZMP trajectoryp�cog(t).
From Equation. 7, following equations is obtained for both in ideal and currentp; r respectively.

pcog
x
(t) = rcog

x
(t)�

M
o
cog

x

(t)�mtotalrcog
z
(t)(�rocog

x

(t) + g)

foz (t)
(8)

p
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(t)�mtotalr
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cog
z

(t)(�r�cog
x

(t) + g)
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Compensation Scheme: In order to simplify Equation. 7, only horizontal modification of the body trajectory is
considered.

Since only horizontal compensation motion of the body is considered,r
o
cog

z

= r
�

cog
z

. Then, two assumptions
are introduced:

Assumption 1 We assume that effect to the forcef(t) that robot obtains from its self motion is small enough.
Therefore,

f
o
z(t) = f

�

z(t) (9)

Assumption 2 We assume that effect to the torque around center of gravity that robot obtainsM cog(t) from its
self motion is small enough. Therefore

M
o(t) =M

�(t) (10)

With these assumptions, and letperrcog(t) be an error between ideal ZMPp�cog(t) and current ZMPpcog(t), and
r
err
cog(t) be the an error between ideal center of gravity trajectoryr

�

cog(t) and current trajectoryrcog(t).

p
err

cog
(t) = p

�

cog(t)� pcog(t) (11)

r
err

cog
(t) = r

�

cog(t)� rcog(t)

Therefore following result is obtained from Equation. 8 and Equation. 11.

p
err
cog(t) = r

err
cog(t)�

mtotalrcog
z
(t)�rerrcog(t)

foz (t)
(12)

2.3 Solving Differential Equation

Equation. 12 can be solved as subtract approximation. By discretizing Equation. 12 with small time step4t with
iterationi; (i = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; n� 1; n),

p
err
cog(t)! p

err
cog(i) (13)

r
err
cog(t)! r

err
cog(i)

�rerrcog(t)!
r
err
cog(i+ 1)� 2rerrcog(i) + r

err
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4t2

Then trinomial expression which satisfiesrerrcog(i) is obtained when1 � i � n� 1.

air
err
cog(i� 1) + bir

err
cog(i) + cir

err
cog(i+ 1) = di (14)

Here,
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Then using boundary condition of trinomial expression, boundary conditioni = 0; i = n is calculated. In this
paper, we fix terminal position. If statically stable posture is given as the terminal posture, both end of resulted
trajectory will not be moving.

– Since terminal position is fixed,x0; xn are given.
– From position and acceralation of center of gravity relationship, number of variables isn � 1 from t = 1 to
t = n� 1.

– From ZMP constraint, number of variables isn+ 1 from t = 0 to t = n.

As for boundary condition, terminal velocity is indefinite, we set the following boundary conditions.

b0 = bn = 1 (16)

a0 = an = 0

c0 = cn = 0

Given coefficient matrix, trinomial expression is solved, and discreter
err
cog is calculated.

2.4 Enhanced ZMP Constraint

Original ZMP constraint is designed for only one leg is supporting the body and the leg should be on a ground
plane (vertical plane along to the gravity direction). For example in dual leg state on a floor, it is enhanced as a
virtual sole which covers both legs sole like a convex hull, so that ZMP constraint is calculated on this virtual sole.

Since humanoid type robot has four limbs, body may be supported by many points. Therefore, we introduce
a case that supporting points are placed only one plane which is slant to the ground plane (Fig. 1(a)). Introducing
coordinate system shown in Fig. 1(a), let total torque around a pointp

0 = (p0x; p
0

y; p
0

z) beT 0, then dynamic equation
under this assumption and moment equation around a pointp

0 is approximately represented as follows:
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0
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0 = 0 (17)
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Then, we introduce a case that supporting points are placed on plural planes (Fig. 1(b)). In this case, there are
combination of supporting points which consists of placed on one plane. When one of a ZMP constraints satisfies
Equation. 18, motion trajectory will be dynamically stable. Assuming that each limb supports the body only using
its end-effector, there exists at most four plane, and it is not too hard to calculate these combinations.
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Fig. 1. Enhanced ZMP

3 Implementation

3.1 Model Error Convergence

Using approximated modelling in section above, we can calculate a error trajectory of center of gravityr
err
cog(t)

from given ideal ZMP trajectoryp�cog(t) and given whole body trajectoryWBT (t). However, there exists some
model error withrerrcog(t), since it is a simplified approximation model. Furthurmore, givenWBT (t) = rcog(t) is
hard to control directly in a horizonatal plane. In order to solve this problem,boldvecrtorso(t) is selected as for a
control variables of the robot by introducing a following assumption.

Assumption 3 Since horizontal motion of the torso is assumed, assume linear relationship between motion of
torso4(rtorso(t)) and motion of the center of gravity4(rcog(t)).

4(rtorso(t)) �= kcog4(rcog(t)) (19)

From this assumption, following model improvement equation is obtained using coefficient valuekcog.

r
err
cog(t) = r

�

cog(t)� kcogrtorso(t) (20)

3.2 Implementation

We implemented the algorithm above by receiving torso, limbs and ZMP trajectories, then convert torso trajectory
to track given ZMP. The algorithm has following iteration. We introduce a coefficientK(0 < K < 1) for a
trinomial expressions, in order to compensate several approximations. Then do a convergence to calculate a suitable
dynamically stable torso trajectory.

1. Apply inverse dynamicsINV () to given whole body trajectoryr(t) to calculate currentpcog(t). Then calcu-
late the errorperrcog(t) between given ideal ZMPp�cog(t) and current ZMPpcog(t).

2. Calculate torso trajectory differencererrcog(t), and estimate torso trajectoryrtorso(t) using Equation. 20 by
applying trinomial expressions with coefficientK(0 < K < 1).

3. Let errorE be an average from the given ZMPp�cog � t), and evaluate it using following equation.

E =
1

step

X

i

k perror;i k (21)

4. Let error ofjth iteration beEj, and stop this algorithm whenEj � CEj�1. C is a constant threshold, and in
this paperC = 0:95.

5. Back to 1 step.
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Fig. 2. Walking Pattern
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Fig. 3. Input and Output ZMP, Torso Trajectories for Front (x) Direction

3.3 Inverse Dynamics Calculation

Inverse dynamics calculation is utilized to calculatepcog(t) from given input trajectoryWBT (t). The inverse
dynamics is the problem to find out a set of input torque of each joints� with given joint angle�, joint angle
velocity _� and joint angle acceleration��. Then inverse dynamicsINV () is represented as follows.

� = INV (�; _�; ��) (22)

Fast and general inverse dynamics calculation library[SNII00] is adopted in order to achieve fast trajectory
generation. This library is originally developed for multi-limb body and appropriate link can be fixed to the world
coordinates, so that inverse dynamics of any body configuration to the environemnt can be efficiently calculated.

The procedure for calculatingp(t) by this algorithm is denoted as follows:

1. Set fixed link to the world as a supporting leg terminal link (foot),
2. Set robot joint angles, angle velocities, angle accelerations,
3. Recursively calculate link translation velocity acceleration, angular velocity and acceleration respectively from

root link,
4. Calculate root link translation velocity, acceleration, angular velocity and acceleration respectively, from the

relative motion between fixed link and root link, then re-calculate all link motion,
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Fig. 4. Input and Output ZMP, Torso Trajectories for Side (y) Direction

Fig. 5. H5 Walking Experiment

5. Recursively calculate link force and moment from terminal link,
6. Calculate ZMP from root link force and moment.

The algorithm is based on Newton-Euler method[JMR80], and tree-like link structure is known to be solved as
follows[MD82]. Computational complexity of this part isO(n), wheren is number of DOFs.

3.4 Online ZMP Compensation Method by Horizonatal Torso Movement

Humanoid type robot is hard to “replay” the given trajectory in openloop in real world even given trajectory satisfies
the ZMP constraint. Therefore several local compliance control methods have been proposed [Hon93a,Hon93b,Hon98].
In this paper, we adopted a torso position compliance method to track a given ZMP trajectory[NII99b]. This method
tries to track a given ZMP trajectory by the horizontal motion of the torso. It consists of two parts, one is ZMP
tracking mechanisms, and the other is inverse pendulum control to keep its dynamic balance.

In ZMP tracking mechanisms, process is same as in a one step of trinomial expression in Equation. 14. In
inverse pendulum control, think about inverse pendulum with desired ZMP as the supporting point. Letl be a
distance from the supporting point to the mass center of gravity,,� be an angle from the perpendicular to the
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Fig. 6. Desired ZMP, Real ZMP, Error and Torso Position for Frontx and Sidey Direction

gravity direction,a be an acceration to the supporting point. Then linearized dynamic equation is

l� = g� + a (23)

Assuming PD controlQ(1+TD�), then transmission function isQ(1+TDs)=ls
2
� g). WhenQ � g then system

is stable. Therefore, letd be the distance to the destination,

�d = Q(� + TD
_�) (24)

Discretize�d and desired movement of the center of gravity are obtained as

4p
d
i+1 = Q(� + TD

_�) + (4pdi �4p
d
i�1) +4p

d
i (25)

3.5 Humanoid Robot H5

The H5 has 1300[mm] height and 33[kg] weight. It has 6 DOFs in each leg, 6 DOFs in each arm, 1 DOF for each
finger, and 4 DOFs in each neck and vergence respectively. It has 12 force sensors at the bottom of each sole and
measures the ZMP. It has a PC/AT clone on body which has PentiumIII-333MHz, and motor servo loop is 1msec
cycle which is written as RT-Linux kernel module.

4 Trajectory Generation for Humanoid Robot H5

We apply this fast motion generation algorithm to our dynamic humanoid robot “H5”, and show efficiency of the
algorithm.

4.1 Walking Trajectory Generation and Experiment

Modied walking pattern is shown in Fig. 2, from statically stable trajectory as for input. Input and modified, torso
and ZMP trajectories are shown in Fig. 3 for frontx and sidey direction respectively.

We applied output motion mentioned in the section above to humanoid robot H5, and confirm its performance.
Fig. 6 shows output desired ZMP trajectory, real ZMP trajectory, error between desired and real ZMP and torso

position for frontx and sidey direction respectively. For the first step, ZMP is mostly tracking the original trajec-
tory. However, when changing the grounding leg, free leg is touched to the ground before its original trajectory,
and since then ZMP trajectory occasionally shifted from the original one, however leg compliance feedback allows
ZMP to track the original one.

4.2 Squat Down Trajectory Generation and Experiment

Output squat down motion with right leg is stepping forward pattern is shown in Fig. 7, from statically stable
trajectory as for input. Input and modified, torso and ZMP trajectories for frontx and sidey direction respectively
are shown in Fig. 8, 9.

We applied output motion mentioned in the section above to humanoid robot H5, and confirm its performance.
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Fig. 7. Squat Down with Stepping Forward Pattern
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Fig. 8. Input and Output ZMP, Torso Trajectories for Front (x) Direction

4.3 Standing Up with Arms Trajectory Generation

Using enhanced ZMP constraints, not only a motion which attach to the environment with its feet, but also arm-leg
cooperative motion can be generated. Output standing up with arms from sitting posture pattern is shown in Fig.
11, from statically stable trajectory as for input. Input and modified, torso and ZMP trajectories for frontx direction
is shown in Fig. 12.

4.4 Convergence and Performance Evaluation

Iteration number for decrease average ZMP error along trajectoryE to be under 5[mm] is shown in Table 1. Fig.
13 shows a relationship between iteration number and error which is calculated in Equation. 21 for generating
walking pattern. Most of the calculation time is consumed by solving inverse dynamicsINV (), and calculation
time is almost same for a real motion. For example, given walking pattern is 4sec and calculation time to make it
dynamically stable is also about 4sec.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, a trajectory generation method from given input to dynamically stable trajectory was proposed. This
algorithm can be applied not only dual legs motion but also limbs motion if limbs has 6 DOFs. Three key issues are
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Table 1. GainK and Convergence

GainK K=0.1 K=0.3 K=0.5 K=0.7
Walk 27 9 5 26
Squat Down 18 6 4 –
Stand Up with Arms 29 9 5 –

denoted, 1) enhanced ZMP constraint which enables to calculate robot stability even several limbs are attaching to
the environment, 2) simplified robot model of which mass is concentrated on its center of gravity, so that dynamic
equation is solved using trinomial expression, 3) converge method is adopted to treat model error to the real robot.
Furthermore, experimental results by using humanoid type robot H5 are denoted.
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Fig. 11. Stand Up with Arms Pattern
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